PTA Committee meeting
Monday 14 September 2015
9 am
Attendees
Jordane Edwards-Maddock, Alison Timpson, Emma Delmont-Shell, Calum Booth, Karen Neal, Lydia
Brown, Amanda Wheeler, Clare Cowper, Lucy Capstick, Inma Sanz, Juana Mendoza, Hannah Parrott,
Caroline Hartley, Christine Taylor, Anna Bromley, Vicki Miley, Clare Burnell, Daniela Harris, Isabel
Howett, Penny Watson, Annie Cooke, Chrisy Tressidder.

Apologies
Katharine Gosling, Rachel Ibbott, Xania Mansell, Jo Henchy, Aimee Swift, Louise Warren.

1) Welcoming talk given by JEM to all parents new and old.
2) Treasurer’s report provided by AT.
3) Forthcoming events:
Bags2School
-Tuesday 20 October.
-Soon the children will be coming home with bags to be filled with old clothing. Clothing
does not have to be of charity shop standard and can have holes.
-Old shoes and boots are great as they weigh more.
-School received 50p per Kilo. The PTA usual earns around £200.
-PTA shall be requiring a couple of volunteers to collect backs dropped off by parents at the
drop of the school drive.
Open Day
-Tuesday 20 October
-For new children commencing September 2016.
-Volunteers are required to welcome new parents to the PTA/School and offer any advice
and share their experiences.
Disco
-PTA waiting on the dates to confirm.
-A.T will chase up with the school.
-Mrs Bontoft (Teacher rep) has advised the PTA of dates that can’t be had.
Cake/Second hand uniform sale

-Parents encouraged to bake or make a cake.
-Proposed date 2 October.
- Please retain used uniform for the second hand sale rather than donating to the
Bags2School.

Cauliflower Cards
-Designed by each child in school and sent away to a company who turned the designs in
cards.
-Has to be done quite early on due to the time element it takes in creating the cards.
Children will bring their original design home for you to see and make a purchase on packs
of cards and gift tags.
Christmas Party
-Provisional dates are 14, 15 and 16 December.
-Children will come into the hall and watch some form of entertainment e.g. magician, have
a snack, drink and cracker and a mini disco.
-Need some volunteers to assist in the organising and during the event.
Christmas Fair
-A big earner for the PTA alongside the Summer Fair.
-Provisional date Saturday 28 November.
4) AOB
School Update
-Last year the PTA raised £7,000 which went towards new reading material for the school.
-The school have yet to provide a target to the PTA but school are interesting in the PTA
contributing to maths and reading resources. Numcom is a new area the school wish to
explore and further details will be provided in due course.
Cheese and Wine evening
-Sub group formed (Amanda wheeler, Lyndsey Turley, Jo Etherington and Claire Bayliss)
-Sub group to lease with Adnams as a possible venue and report back with a suitable date.
5) AGM
-Date Monday 5 October
-All roles are up for grabs for anyone interested.
-Roles and responsibilities were discussed to gain a flavour of what the positions entail.
JEM thanked everyone for coming.

